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SECTION 1 - GENERAL INFORMATION
OVERVIEW
Please take a moment to read the enclosed instructions, which will guide you through your roles
and responsibilities on Election Day. It is important to remember that, as an Election Judge, you
are a “team” member assigned to a polling place to ensure a smooth and successful process
for voters. You will be expected to cooperate and participate in any decisions that need to be
made. If you have any questions or concerns on Election Day, please contact the Election
Department at 578-9000.
In case of an emergency that makes it impossible for you to serve, please call the Election
Department so that a substitute can be arranged. Thank you for serving as an Election Judge.
Your time and participation are greatly appreciated!

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Please review the following announcements, which will assist you in preparing for Election Day:
•

CONDUCT - You may NOT conduct personal business, act as a poll watcher nor wear
any campaign material while serving as an Election Judge. In addition, please respect
the polling place by treating staff with courtesy, avoiding interruptions to the facility’s
routine operation, and limiting personal phone calls to emergencies only. Do NOT
move/rearrange furniture without obtaining permission from the polling place staff.

•

VOTING - If you are assigned to a polling place other than your own, you are
encouraged to either vote early or by absentee ballot prior to Election Day. Early voting
will be available from Monday, August 2nd through Friday, August 6th at Centennial Hall
(8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.), Chapel Hills (8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.) and Widefield (8:00 a.m. 4:30 p.m.). Absentee ballots are available by submitting a written request to the Election
Department or by completing an absentee ballot application, located at the back of this
manual. We must receive your absentee application by August 3rd to mail you a ballot.

•

POLLS - Polls will be open from 7:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m. As an Election Judge, you will
need to report to your assigned polling place by 6:00 a.m. to help set up. It is important
that you arrive on time.

•

DRESS - Some polling places may not be kept as cool or warm as you might like. The
Election Department has little control over these conditions and suggests that you dress
according to the weather, but bring an extra sweater or something that can be used if the
temperature changes.

•

SMOKING - Smoking is NOT permitted inside any polling place, such as schools, are
completely smoke-free, including the grounds. Please check with the office staff at the
polling place for location of available smoking areas. Smoking breaks should be kept to
a minimum and taken only when voting is slow.

•

LUNCH - Election Judges are NOT permitted to leave the polling place on Election Day
until after the polls have closed and all forms and duties have been completed. Make
arrangements to bring your lunch and any other items you may need during the day.
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•

NEWSPAPERS/RADIOS/CELLULAR PHONES - Electioneering is against the law
(CRS 1-13-714). Materials endorsing a candidate or issue are NOT permitted within 100
feet of the voting area. You should also be aware that you are NOT to engage in
conversation about the candidates or issues with others or among yourselves.
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SECTION 2 - VOTE CENTER SUPPLY JUDGE
OVERVIEW
As the Vote Center Supply Judge, you will be primarily responsible for operating the AccuVote
unit and assisting the Precinct Supply Judges with making “team” decisions for the polling place.
In addition, you will be expected to return the voted ballots and AccuVote unit to the designated
drop-off location with the Precinct Supply Judges from each precinct.

BEFORE ELECTION DAY
Before Election Day, you will be responsible for picking up supplies, contacting the Precinct
Supply Judges assigned to your polling place, and inspecting the polling place.

•

SUPPLY PICK UP - You will pick up the AccuVote unit and other supplies for your polling
place on the Monday before the election from the Distribution Center at 1326 Pecan Street
between 7:30 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. If you are unable to do this, please contact the Election
Department to make alternate arrangements.
The bags have been marked to help you identify and locate supplies quickly and easily.
“A” = AccuVote Case
“B” = Ballot Transfer Bag
“S” = Supply Bag
Yellow Provisional Bag

•

CONTACT JUDGES - You will need to contact the Precinct Supply Judges assigned to
your polling place on the night before the election with a reminder to be at the polling place
by 6:00 a.m. to set up.
Give the Precinct Supply Judges the names and numbers of the Election Judges assigned
to their respective precincts. If you are unable to reach a Precinct Supply Judge, contact
the other Election Judges directly.

•

POLLING PLACE INSPECTION - Visit your polling place prior to Election Day. By locating
essential items in advance, it will be easier for you to open your polling place on Election
Day. You will want to:
o If possible, visit with the person who will open the polling place on Election Day to verify
that you will have access at 6:00 a.m.
o Find the telephone/fax line that will be used to transmit results to the Election
Department on Election Night.
o Locate the telephone that will be available for your use on Election Day from 6:00 a.m.
until the time you leave.
o Locate the electrical outlet for the AccuVote unit and voting booths.
o Confirm that the ballot box and voting booths have been delivered and note where
equipment is located.
o Verify that table and chairs will be available.
o Check the polling place sign to make sure that it is posted and visible to the public.
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OPENING INSTRUCTIONS
To prepare the polling place on Election Day, you will need to do the following:
1. Verify that all Election Judges are present. Contact the Election Department at 578-9000 if
all Election Judges have not arrived by 6:30 a.m. Be prepared to give the names of the
Election Judges that are present.
2. Read and sign the Oath of Judges form located in front of the Signature Poll Book. For
polling places with more than one precinct, sign one form only.
3. Complete the Pay Voucher for Election Judges form found in the red envelope located in
the AccuVote case (“A” Bag). There is only one Pay Voucher for Election Judges form for
all Election Judges. Provisional Judges have a separate pay voucher in their Provisional
Bag.
4. Verify the number of ballots received for each precinct on Ballot Inventory Log and initial.
5. Get the Election Judge’s badge and white ribbon from the red envelope located in the
AccuVote case (“A” Bag).
6. Write your name on the ribbon, attach to Election Judge’s badge, and pin badge in place.
7. Position the ballot box and AccuVote unit according to the set up drawing on the site survey
found in the red envelope located in the AccuVote case (“A”).
8. Prepare the AccuVote Unit for voting using the following checklist (refer to Image 01).

Image 01 – Ballot Box Detail
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Use the black key to open the ballot compartment – bottom lock in back of
the ballot box.
Remove supplies packed in the bottom of the ballot box.
Use the black key to close and lock the ballot compartment
Use the black key to open the lid – bottom lock in front of the ballot box.
Have all Election Judges verify the ballot box is empty.
Use the black key to close and lock the lid.
Use the black key to open the front flap / front door of ballot box.
Verify the red seal number on the AccuVote unit and write your initials next to
the number already entered on the Vote Center Judges Combined Statement
of Ballots form found in the red envelope.
Slide the AccuVote unit into position on the ballot box, leaving enough space
to reach the on/off switch at the back of the unit.
Connect the power cord to the AccuVote unit and thread through the chute in the ballot
box.
Plug the power cord into the electrical outlet indicated on the site survey.
Use the red key to open the printer cover on the top of the AccuVote unit.
Verify that the paper roll and printer ribbon are properly inserted.
Turn the AccuVote unit ON and slide back until completely seated on the ballot box.
The Election Zero Report will automatically print
DO NOT REMOVE THE TAPE.
Verify that all candidate and/or issue totals show “zero” votes.
The LCD will display “Need Another Copy?”
Press the NO button
Have all Election Judges sign the tape using the signature lines at the
bottom.
DO NOT REMOVE THE TAPE.
Roll tape back into the printer compartment.
Use the red key to close and lock the printer cover.
Use the black key to close and lock the front flap/ front door of the ballot box.
Verify that the (TOT COUNT) on the AccuVote LCD is “zero.”

Image 02 – AccuVote Detail
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Image 03 – LCD Display Indicating Poll #10 w/ 0 Ballots Counted
9. Assist other Election Judges as necessary.
10. As a group, decide which clock will be used as the “Official Clock.”
11. At Exactly 7:00 a.m. announce: “THE POLLS ARE OPEN.”

ACCUVOTE OPERATION
When a voter has finished voting, he/she will bring the ballot to you. Verify the initials on the
stub and remove the stub from the ballot. DO NOT remove the ballot from the secrecy sleeve.
Return the ballot to the voter, inside the secrecy sleeve, with instructions to gently guide the
ballot into the AccuVote unit. Bundle the stubs with a rubber band.
DO NOT PUT PROVISIONAL BALLOTS INTO THE ACCUVOTE UNIT.
Common Error Messages:
The correct operation of the AccuVote unit is important. Please familiarize yourself with the
following messages and appropriate responses.
If you continue to experience difficulty, instruct voters to place ballots in the side auxiliary bin
and contact the Election Department at 578-9000 immediately.
PROBABLE CAUSE:
The AccuVote has
rejected a ballot that has been fed into the unit.
Either the unit could not orient the ballot due to
difficulty in reading the timing marks, or ballot
identification is incorrect.
SOLUTION: Re-feed the ballot
PROBABLE CAUSE: No votes were read on
the ballot.

SOLUTION: A blank voted card is encountered with a memory card programmed to reject ballot
cards with all races blank. Confirm that the ballot has been marked correctly and with a
designated marking instrument. Override the AccuVote if the voter’s original choice was as
desired.
PROBABLE CAUSE: The AccuVote could not
read sufficient information to determine the
type of ballot inserted.

SOLUTION: Reinsert the ballot into the reader in a different orientation. If the error continues,
check the ballot card to see if timing marks, diagnostic marks, ender marks and identification
marks appear on both sides of the card. If any of these marks are missing the ballot card must
be spoiled and the voter given a different ballot card.
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PROBABLE CAUSE: A ballot has been read
by the ballot reader and subsequently jammed
upon ejection from the unit.

SOLUTION: Unlock and open the ballot box retaining door and slide the AccuVote partially off
the ballot box lid. Pull the ballot from the back of the AccuVote, since it has already been
counted. DO NOT REINSERT the ballot through the AccuVote. This ballot has been counted.
Guide the AccuVote unit back into place and use the black key to close and lock the front lid of
the ballot box.
PROBABLE CAUSE: Card identification marks
are small black boxes located on the front of
the ballot card. The pattern created by the
entire set of these marks uniquely identifies a
ballot card.
An invalid card identification mark is usually the
result of a stray mark, such as smudged ink, in
the area where the ballot identification appears.
SOLUTION: Instruct the voter to reinsert the ballot in a different orientation. If this does not
resolve the problem, offer the voter a new ballot and spoil the current one.
PROBABLE CAUSE: A ballot has become
jammed while attempting to drop into the ballot
box.

SOLUTION: Unlock and open the ballot box without opening the ballot box lid’s retaining door
(refer to image 01). Support the lid on the lift arm. Remove the jammed ballot from the chute
area and drop into the open bin. Do not re-feed the jammed ballot into the AccuVote as it has
already been counted. Close and lock the ballot box lid once you have finished. Contact the
Elections Department.
PROBABLE CAUSE: The AccuVote unit did
not detect any ender marks on the ballot card
just read. Every ballot card including the
AccuVote Ender card must have ender marks.
SOLUTION: Since the ballot may have been misread, insert the ballot again, in a different
orientation. If the error continues, spoil ballot.
PROBABLE CAUSE: The start mark is the
initial mark found in the timing mark sequence
and determines the orientation of a ballot.
Since every ballot card must have a start mark
in order to be processed, and no start mark has
been found on the ballot card, it is rejected.
SOLUTION: Since the ballot may have been misread, reinsert the ballot. If the error continues,
spoil the ballot and give the voter a new one.
PROBABLE CAUSE: Bad memory card.

SOLUTION: Instruct voters to place ballots in the side auxiliary bin and contact the Elections
Department at 578-9000.
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PROBABLE CAUSE: A ballot with an overvoted race has been read on the AccuVote
unit.
SOLUTION: Explain to a voter (without looking at his/her ballot) that a race has been over-voted.
Give the voter the choice of replacing his/her ballot. If the voter chooses not to replace the ballot,
explain that the over-voted race will not be counted. Lower the front lid of the ballot box, and hold
the YES button down. Instruct the voter to reinsert the ballot into the AccuVote unit.
PROBABLE CAUSE:
AC Power to the
AccuVote unit has been lost while reading a
ballot. This message will flash alternating with
the ballot counting or other prompts normally
displayed on the AccuVote LCD.
SOLUTION: Check the power cord for the cause of the power loss. You can continue to run the
unit on the battery. Contact the Election Department Immediately.
PROBABLE CAUSE:
A ballot has been
jammed in the card reader while being
returned.

SOLUTION: If the ballot is visible, remove the ballot from the unit. If the ballot is not visible you
must open the retaining door, slide the AccuVote partially out from the ballot box lid and remove
the ballot from the back of the AccuVote unit. Return the unit to the back of the ballot box lid,
close and lock the retaining door when you have finished. Reinsert the ballot into the AccuVote in
a different orientation.

ADDITIONAL DUTIES
1. The Vote Center Supply Judge has been appointed to assist the Precinct Supply Judges
with making team decisions for the polling place. You will be responsible for operating and
answering questions about the AccuVote unit.
The Provisional Judge will relieve you during breaks and lunch.
2. Do not allow anyone to electioneer in the polling place, or within 100 feet of the entrance to
the polling place; this includes Election Judges who are discussing candidates or issues
among themselves.
3. No newspapers or radios are allowed in the polling place, as they may contain advertising
for or against a candidate or issue.
4. During the course of the day, whenever a question arises that cannot be resolved, call the
Election Department at 578-9000.
5. Make absolutely sure Election Judges DO NOT eat or drink at the table where they are
working, ESPECIALLY on or by the AccuVote.
6. The Vote Center Supply Judge, along with the Precinct Supply Judges, is responsible for
the safe return of ballots and materials to the designated drop-off location. Please be sure
you know your drop-off location before you leave your polling place. Those returning the
ballots must travel together in one vehicle.
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7. All of the Judges except the Provisional Judges will now be on the same pay voucher. It
will be located in the red envelope inside the AccuVote (“A”) case. Please have all Election
Judges (except Provisional Judges) complete the pay voucher and place in the red
envelope.
8. The Vote Center Supply Judge is responsible for making sure the green Supply Drop-Off
form is completed before leaving the polling place. This will ensure a smooth flow of traffic
at your drop-off site.
Throughout Election Day, remain observant. Monitor the voting area to be sure that voters do
NOT leave the polling place without correctly depositing their ballot into the AccuVote unit. You
should also check the voting area for secrecy sleeves and any voting materials left behind.
Secrecy sleeves should be recycled back to the Election Judges’ table as time allows.
Be sure that either yourself or a Provisional Judge is at the AccuVote unit at all times. If you
need to take a break or eat lunch, please ask one of the Provisional Judges to cover for you
until you return.
Remember to leave the AccuVote keys at the AccuVote Unit.

CLOSING INSTRUCTIONS
To close the polling place on Election Day, you will need to do the following:
1. At exactly 6:30 p.m. announce “THE POLLS WILL CLOSE IN 30 MINUTES.”
2. At exactly 7:00 p.m. announce “THE POLLS ARE CLOSED.”
3. Process last voter.
4. End the election on the AccuVote unit using the following checklist:
Use the black key to unlock the auxiliary bin (bottom lock on left side) of the
ballot box.
Remove any ballots from bin and run through AccuVote unit.
Use the black key to close and lock the auxiliary bin.

TO TC

side
auxiliary door

_
____
____
T:___
OUN

Record the (TOT COUNT) from the AccuVote LCD on the Vote Center
Judges Combined Statement of Ballots form found in the red envelope
inside the AccuVote case (“A”).
Use the black key to open the front flap (top lock in front) of the ballot box.
Use the red key to open the printer cover on the top of the AccuVote unit.
Find the ENDER CARD located in the bottom pocket of the AccuVote case (“A”)
(envelope marked “STOP”).
While holding the YES and NO buttons at the same time, insert the ENDER
CARD into the AccuVote unit.
The Election Results Report will automatically print.
Remove tape.
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E NDER
CA RD

The LCD will display “Need Another Copy?”
Press the YES button.
Remove tape.
Have all Election Judges sign BOTH tapes using the signature lines at the bottom of
each tape.
Place the tape with the Election Zero Report and Election Results Report in the red
envelope.
Place the other tape with the Election Results Report only facing out in window next to
the polling place sign.
Use the red key to close and lock the printer cover.
Turn the AccuVote unit OFF.
Unplug the power cord from the wall.
Use the Precinct Judges Statement of Ballots form for each precinct to complete the
Vote Center Judges Combined Statement of Ballots form and Ballot Inventory Log.

TRANSMITTING RESULTS
IF YOUR ACCUVOTE “A” CASE HAS A RED TAG ON IT, DO NOT TRANSMIT YOUR RESULTS.
Complete your final packing procedures and proceed to your designated drop-off location.

Transmit your results using the following checklist:
Take the AccuVote unit to the telephone/fax line designated on the site survey for transmitting
results.
Disconnect the telephone/fax line from the device.

Connect the line to the back of the AccuVote unit in slot marked “Line.”
Plug the AccuVote power cord into an electrical outlet – run on battery if an outlet is not
available.
Turn the AccuVote Unit ON.
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The machine will automatically display the send results
message. Press the YES Button

{PHONE NUMBER IS EXAMPLE ONLY} The AccuVote
asks you to verify the phone number. Election staff has preprogrammed the phone number correctly into the AccuVote
and you will not need to modify this. Press the YES button.
A final verification is required.
continue.

Press the YES button to

The display automatically changes to attempt the
communications. You should hear a dialing/ ringing sound,
followed by high frequency squelching sounds within a
moment of seeing this display.
The following messages will display on the LCD at varying rates. You may not be able to see all
of these messages:

This message will display if the results sending was
successful.
See below what to do if you receive any
transmission failed error messages.
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Turn off the AccuVote unit.
Remove the phone line from the back of the AccuVote unit.
Reconnect the line to the telephone/fax.
Unplug AccuVote unit power cord from electrical outlet.
Complete the Supply Drop-Off found in red envelope. BE SURE TO NOTE WHETHER OR NOT
THE TRANSMISSION WAS SUCCESSFUL.
Proceed to final packing procedures.

TRANSMISSION FAILED / BUSY SIGNAL
Turn the AccuVote unit OFF
Wait 2-3 Minutes
Turn the AccuVote unit ON
Attempt to transmit again
Repeat this process ONLY 3 Times!
Turn the AccuVote unit off
Remove the line from the back of the AccuVote unit.
Reconnect the line to the telephone/fax.
Unplug power cord from electrical outlet.
Complete the Supply Drop-Off form in red envelope.
transmission was successful.

Be sure to note whether or not

Proceed to final packing procedures.

FINAL PACKING & DROP-OFF PROCEDURES
You will be responsible for ensuring that the AccuVote unit and other supplies for your polling
place are correctly packed and returned to your designated drop-off location. Have the other
Election Judges assist you. It is extremely important that you follow these instructions closely to
avoid mistakes. Do NOT rush.
1. Use the black key to open the ballot compartment (bottom lock in back) of the ballot box.
2. Remove voted ballots from the left compartment and pack neatly into the ballot transfer bag
(“B”).
3. Remove write-in ballots from the right compartment and place in the Write-In Ballots
envelope found in the AccuVote case (“A”).
4. Put following items into the ballot transfer bag (“B”):

___ Voted ballots.
___ Ballot stubs (front pocket).
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5. Put following items into the ballot compartment of the ballot box after all voted ballots have
been removed:

___ Pens, tape, ruler, scissors, rubber finger, rubber bands, and paper clips.
___ I Voted stickers.
___ Magnifier sheet.
___ Supply box.
___ Signs (do NOT place 100-foot limit signs with the stakes into the ballot box).
6. Use the black key to close and lock the ballot compartment of the ballot box.
7. Verify ON/OFF switch on AccuVote unit is OFF.
8. Place AccuVote unit into AccuVote case (“A”) with red seal facing to the back.
9. Select blue seals from the Seals envelope in the ballot transfer bag (“B”).
10. Note blue seal numbers for AccuVote case (“A”) and ballot transfer bag (“B”) on Vote
Center Judges Combined Statement of Ballots form.
11. Remove metered envelope from red envelope.
12. Put following items in metered envelope:

___ Yellow copy of Vote Center Judges Combined Statement of Ballots form.
___ Yellow copy of Precinct Judges Statement of Ballots form for each precinct.
13. Seal metered envelope.
14. Designate one Judge to mail the metered envelope from the nearest mail box. Select
someone who will not be riding with you to return equipment and supplies.
15. Put following items into red envelope:

___ The Election Results Report tape signed by all Election Judges.
___ White copy of Precinct Judges Statement of Ballots form for each precinct.
___ White copy of Vote Center Judges Combined Statement of Ballots form.
___ Completed Pay Voucher for Election Judges form.
___ Write-In Ballots envelope.
___ Spoiled Ballot envelope.
___ Completed Ballot Inventory Log.
16. Close red envelope and place on top of AccuVote unit inside AccuVote case (“A”).
17. Place power cord and three-pronged adaptor (if used) on top of AccuVote unit inside
AccuVote case (“A”).
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18. Place keys in the inside left pocket of the AccuVote case (“A”).
19. Place telephone cord in the middle pocket of AccuVote case (“A”).
20. Close and seal the AccuVote case (“A”) and the ballot transfer bag (“B”) with the blue seals
noted on the Vote Center Judges Combined Statement of Ballots form. Have the Precinct
Supply Judge and Provisional Ballot Judge verify that the correct seal numbers are also
noted on the Precinct Judges Statement of Ballots form.
After you have finished cleaning your polling place, proceed to your designated drop-off
location. Each Precinct Supply Judge must accompany you to return the supply bags (“S”),
AccuVote case (“A”), ballot transfer bag (“B”) and the yellow provisional bag. You must all ride
in one vehicle. Remember to place the green parking placard in the front window.
Good job!
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SECTION 3 - PRECINCT SUPPLY JUDGE
As a Precinct Supply Judge, you MUST arrive promptly at 6:00 a.m. at the polling place to assist
the Vote Center Supply Judge with bringing in the supplies, setting up the polling site as shown
in the site survey to ensure that the precinct is ready to open promptly at 7:00 a.m. You will
need to be sure all forms are completed and placed in the correct envelope, complete the
precinct statement of ballots, assist in transmitting the election results, and accompany the Vote
Center Supply Judge to the drop-off location to return all election supplies. Be sure to check
your site survey for your designated drop-off location.

BEFORE ELECTION DAY
Before Election Day, you will be responsible for contacting the Election Judges assigned to your
precinct.

•

CONTACT JUDGES - The Vote Center Supply Judge will contact you the Monday before
the election with the names and telephone numbers of the Election Judges assigned to
your precinct. It is your responsible to contact each of the Election Judges on the day
before the election with a reminder to be at the polling place by 6:00 a.m. to set up.

Election Day - You need to verify that all judges are present.

Contact the Election
Department at 578-9000 if the judges have not arrived by 6:30 a.m. Be prepared to give the
names of the Election Judges that are present.

ALL JUDGES
OPENING INSTRUCTIONS FOR ELECTION JUDGES
To prepare the precinct on Election Day, you will need to do the following:
1. Read and sign the Oath of Judges form located in front of the Signature Poll Book.
2. Complete the Pay Voucher for Election Judges form found in the red envelope located in
the AccuVote case (“A”). To ensure prompt payment, all judges must complete the form.
3. The Election Judge’s badges and white ribbons are located in the Blank Miscellaneous
forms envelope in the supply bag (“S”).
4.

Write your name on the ribbon, attach ribbon to the Election Judge’s badge, and pin
badge in place. All Election Judges in the precinct must wear their badges at all times.

5.

As a group, decide which function each Election Judge will perform.

6.

Prepare your precinct for voting using the following checklist:

___ Assemble the voting booths.
___ Position voting booths according to the set up drawing on the site survey found in the
red envelope located in the AccuVote case (“A”).

___ Verify that voting booths are in sight of all Election Judges.
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___ If necessary, turn on voting booth lights by plugging power cord into electrical outlet
(booths will connect to each other).

___ Remove all ballots from the ballot transfer bag (“B”).
___ Verify that you have the correct ballot Democratic and Republican for each of the
precincts you are responsible for, starting with ballot number “0001.”

___ Arrange the Election Judges’ table according to the recommended layout located on
Appendix A.

___ Ask the Vote Center Supply Judge to open the ballot compartment (bottom lock in
back) of the ballot box.

___ Remove supplies and signs from the ballot box.
___ Remind the Vote Center Supply Judge to close and lock the ballot compartment of
the ballot box.

___ Pace off 100 feet from the exterior door of the polling place and post the 100 Foot
Limit sign.

___ Post sample ballot, directional arrows, and No Smoking signs and all other signs in
packet.

___ Post Precinct Number sign above or on the side of the Election Judges’ table.
___ Post Start Here sign in front of Receiving Judge.
5. As a group, decide which clock will be used as the “official clock.”
6. As a team, you will work together to ensure all steps have been completed.

ADDITIONAL DUTIES
Throughout Election Day, remain observant. Monitor the voting area to be sure that voters do
NOT leave the polling place without correctly depositing their ballot into the AccuVote unit. Be
aware of any person wearing hats or other articles of clothing endorsing a candidate or political
issue. Anyone wearing such items can NOT be allowed to vote until the item is either removed
or covered.
For lunch and break periods, please coordinate with the other Election Judges in your precinct
to assure that all functions are adequately staffed. The Provisional Ballot Judge will relieve the
Voter Center Supply Judge. Do NOT place any food or drink on the Election Judges’ table or
AccuVote/Ballot Box.
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CLOSING INSTRUCTIONS
To close your precinct on Election Day, you will need to do the following:
1. After the closing announcement at 7:00 p.m., process any remaining voters.
2. Place all forms completed by the elector in the Completed Miscellaneous Forms
envelope. Leave any blank forms in the Blank Miscellaneous Forms envelope.
3. Complete a Precinct Judges Statement of Ballots form for each precinct at your table (refer
to Appendix M for complete instructions) and give it to the Vote Center Supply Judge.
4. Finalize your precinct using the following checklist:

___ Verify that all pens in voting booths are capped.
___ If necessary, disconnect voting booths from each other and unplug power cord from
electrical outlet.

___ Disassemble the voting booths.
___ Stack voting booths next to ballot box.
___ Retrieve 100 Foot Limit sign from outside the polling place and put on top of voting
booths.

___ Take down all remaining signs.
5. Proceed to final packing procedures.

FINAL PACKING & DROP-OFF PROCEDURES
All Judges will be responsible for ensuring that the supplies for your precinct are correctly
packed and returned to your designated drop-off location. It is extremely important that you
follow these instructions closely to avoid mistakes. DO NOT RUSH!
1. Assist the Vote Center Supply Judge with packing the ballot box, ballot transfer bag (“B”),
and AccuVote case (“A”) before proceeding.
2. Put following items in supply bag (“S”):
____ Blank Miscellaneous Forms envelope.
____ Completed Miscellaneous Forms envelope.
____ Unvoted precinct ballots.
____ Signature Poll Book.
____ Secrecy sleeves.
____ Sample ballots.
____ Extension cords (if provided).
____ Completed/blank green sign-in slips.
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3. Give the Spoiled Ballot envelope to the Vote Center Supply Judge to place inside the red
envelope.
When everything has been completed and packed, the Vote Center Supply Judge and the
Precinct Supply Judges will proceed to their designated drop-off location.
Items to be drop-off at the location:
______The Supply Bags (“S”)
______The Accu-Vote case (“A”)
______The Ballot Transfer Bag (“B”)
______The Provisional Yellow Supply Bag (“Provisional”)
All judges that are returning the supplies must ride in the same vehicle. Remember to place the
green parking placard in the front window.
Thank you for serving in this important function of the Primary Election.
The Election Department
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SECTION 4 – PROVISIONAL BALLOT JUDGE
Provisional Ballot Overview
What are Provisional Ballots?
In an effort to not turn away voters who claim to be properly registered but whose eligibility cannot be
immediately established on the registration list, the State of Colorado implemented Provisional Balloting
in 2002. Election Judges will not ever tell a person that the voter cannot vote. If a voter’s eligibility
cannot be established, a provisional ballot is issued.
Who votes a Provisional Ballot?
•
•

Anyone that is not able to provide the required identification for voting at a Poll Place.
Anyone that has moved from one precinct to another precinct in the same county and failed to
update his/her address with the Clerk and Recorder’s office or a voter moved from another
county in Colorado and failed to register with the County Clerk and Recorder at least 30 days
before the election.
• Anyone that applied to register to vote by July 12, 2004 (the close of registration) by federal
postcard application or mail registration application, or applied to register to vote at a voter
registration agency, such as Driver’s License.
• Anyone that registered to vote in the county and precinct of residence in the state of Colorado
by July 12, 2004 and whose name does not appear on the list of registered voters.
The Provisional Ballot Judge will need to ask the voter why the voter needs to vote a Provisional
Ballot to be certain to take the appropriate action.

There are blue ballots and white ballots for each precinct at your poll place. Blue ballots are for
Democratic voters and White ballots are for Republican voters. All provisional ballots have a
yellow stub.

Provisional Ballot Judge Information/Process
Opening Process:
1. Provisional Ballot Judges must arrive at their assigned polling place by 6:00 a.m. on Election
Day.
2. The Provisional Ballot Judge will need to obtain the YELLOW PROVISIONAL BAG from the
Vote Center Supply Judge. Break the seal on the bag. Find the Provisional Judges Statement
of Ballots within the Yellow Envelope. Log in the seal number in the box in the upper right hand
corner (Provisional Bag Seal Opening).
3. Within the bag, the provisional ballot judge will find:
a.
Yellow Provisional Ballot Envelope with:
Signature/PollBook, Provisional Ballot Envelopes, Provisional Ballot Secrecy Envelopes,
Provisional Ballot Inventory Form, Provisional Judges Statement of Ballots, Spoiled Ballot
Envelope, Box Assembly Instructions, Name Tags, Provisional Ballot Voter Information Pad,
Yellow Pay Voucher, Plastic Bag with Pens, Pencils, I-Voted Stickers, Yellow Tickets with
duplicate numbers, rubber bands, paper clips, yellow sign in slips, curtain ring, ruler, tape,
yellow seals, demonstration instructions.
b.
In bag, Provisional ballots & Locator
4. Provisional Ballot Judge(s) will read and complete the “Oath of Judges” on the front of the
Signature/PollBook.
5. The Provisional Ballot Judge(s) will need to complete and sign the Yellow Pay Voucher & place
it back in the Yellow Provisional Ballot Envelope.
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6. Provisional Ballot Judge(s) will review the Provisional Ballot Inventory Log, found in the Yellow
Provisional Ballot Envelope, to ensure that he/she has received the correct quantity of provisional
ballots and initial the form. Verify that each precinct and ballot color starts with “0001”. Once
completed, this form will need to be placed in the Yellow Envelope. After voting has concluded,
provisional ballot judges will need to complete additional information on the Provisional Ballot
Inventory Log, entering the last ballot issued for each precinct and style/party.
7. Provisional Ballot Judge(s) will prepare their voting area using the following checklist.
a.
If not yet assembled, Assemble the provisional ballot box according to the
instructions (located in Yellow Envelope).
b.
Get a yellow seal from your supplies.
c.
The two provisional ballot judges will seal the provisional ballot box.
d.
Note the yellow seal number on the Provisional Judge Statement of Ballots form
located in the Yellow Envelope.
e.
Arrange the Provisional Ballot Judge table according to the recommended layout in
your manual.
8. Along with the other judges, decide which clock will be used as the “official clock”.
9. Assist other judges as necessary to facilitate opening the polls at 7:00 a.m.
Provisional Voting Process:
1. Voter comes to the Provisional Ballot Table.
2. Provide a Yellow sign-in slip to the voter. Have the voter print his/her name and residence
address, including city and zip code. Have the voter write their political party at the top of the
yellow sign in slip.

Democrat
Precinct # _____________, Ballot # _____________
Ballot Color ___________, Ballot Style __________
Please Print:
________________John Jones_____________________
Name
__________5810 Firebrand View, Ftn, CO 81008 ________
Address, City, State, Zip
Thank you! – The El Paso County Election Dept.

3. Using the locator, the Provisional Ballot Judge will verify if the voter is in the correct polling
place. (If the voter moved on or after the 12th of July, the voter must vote in his/her old
precinct. Using the locator, the provisional ballot judge can direct the voter to their correct poll
place based on old address. The Name of Polling Place and Address are in the far right column
of locator.)
a. If the voter is in the correct poll place, add the voter’s name to the Signature/PollBook
and enter his/her address. Using the locator find the correct precinct for the voter and the
correct Ballot Style Number and Color based on Party Affiliation (Blue = Democrat &
White = Republican). Add the Style and Color to the Signature/PollBook. (DO NOT
WRITE IN THE NUMBERS AFTER THE HYPHEN). Go to the stack of ballots for that
precinct and ballot style/color and identify the next available ballot from that Precinct and
Ballot Style(Number)/Color. Add the ballot number to the pollbook. Add the precinct,
ballot style, ballot color and ballot style to the Yellow sign-in slip.
b. Now, have the voter sign the Signature/Pollbook and provide at least the last four digits of
his/her social security number.
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c.

The Provisional Ballot Judge will ask the voter to present one of the following forms of
identification:
i. A valid Colorado Driver’s License
ii. A valid Colorado Department of Revenue identification card
iii. A valid U. S. passport
iv. A valid pilot’s license issued by the Federal Aviation Administration
v. A valid employee identification with a photograph issued by the U.S.
Government, Colorado State government, or any county, municipality, board,
authority, or other political subdivision of the state.
vi. A valid U.S. military identification card with photograph
vii. A valid Medicare or Medicaid card issued by the U.S. Health Care Financing
Administration
viii. A certified copy of a birth certificate for the elector issued in the U.S.
ix. Certified documentation of naturalization
x. A copy of current utility bill, bank statement, government check, paycheck, or
other governmental document showing name and address of elector
All forms of ID must include address in Colorado

d. The Provisional Ballot Judge will now complete box in the upper left hand side of the
Provisional Ballot Envelope.
i. In the first box (top-left), the Provisional Ballot Judge will mark yes or no in
response to –ID provided and list the type of ID and number submitted by
elector. Judges now enter the precinct number, ballot style number and color
established from the locator information. Now enter the ballot number.
e. To balance your precinct at end of day, you will need to sort your voted Provisional
Ballot Envelopes by precinct and color, so do not forget to put this information on
each envelope.
f.

The Provisional Ballot Judge will demonstrate how to correctly mark an optical scan
ballot. See your supplies.

g. The stub on the Provisional Ballot stays on the ballot when issued. Judges: do not
remove the stub.
h. The Provisional Ballot Judge will instruct the provisional ballot voter that he/she will need
to place his/her voted ballot within the secrecy envelope when voter is done voting; the
voter must seal the secrecy envelope and place the secrecy envelope within the
Provisional Ballot Envelope. The Provisional Ballot Judge will instruct the voter to
complete all required fields on the Provisional Ballot Envelope and to SIGN the affidavit
and provide the date and enter the address in the box next to the signature.
i. The Provisional Ballot Judge will instruct the voter to return the completed Provisional
Ballot Envelope to the Provisional Ballot Judge(s).
j. When the voter returns with the Provisional Ballot Envelope, the Provisional Ballot Judge
will review to see if all required fields have been completed and see if the Provisional
Ballot Envelope has been signed by the voter. Upon reviewing that the Envelope is
correctly completed, the Election Judges will hand the envelope to the voter and the
voter will put the ballot envelope in provisional ballot box.
k. If a provisional ballot voter spoils his/her ballot, write in red across the ballot with a red
felt tip marker – “Spoiled”. In the Poll Book, find the line for that voter. Issue the next
available ballot for that precinct and style and cross through the number of the first ballot
issued and write down the ballot number and color/style for new ballot issued (in red).
The spoiled ballot is to be placed in the spoiled ballot envelope and will be accounted for
on the statement of ballots at the end of the day. On the Yellow Sign-In Slip, cross
through the ballot number issued and write down the new ballot number.
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4. Throughout the day, remain observant. Monitor the voting area to be sure that voters do NOT
leave the polling place without depositing their provisional ballot into the provisional ballot box.
Monitor the voter once a provisional ballot is issued to ensure that the provisional ballot voter
does not attempt to put his/her ballot into the AccuVote. Be aware of hats and other articles
of clothing endorsing a candidate or issue. Anyone wearing items such as these will NOT be
allowed to vote until the item is either removed or covered.
5. Coordinate breaks/lunch with other provisional ballot judge or other judge to ensure the table is
always manned. Relieve the Vote Center Supply Judge at the AccuVote machine for lunch
and breaks.
6. Do not place any food or drink on the table with supplies.
If you find that you are running low on any quantity of provisional ballots, call 520-6222 or 520-6224
immediately.

AccuVote Information
Provisional Ballot Judges will relieve the Voter Center Supply Judge for lunch and break. You will need to
be familiar with operating the AccuVote. Voters bring their voted ballots to the AccuVote. The ballot
should be in the secrecy sleeve. Maintaining the privacy of each ballot is essential. The judge will remove
the stub. Do not remove the ballot from the secrecy sleeve. Return the ballot to the voter (inside the
secrecy sleeve), with instructions to gently guide the ballot into the AccuVote unit. Bundle the stubs with
a rubber band.
Closing Instructions:
Provisional Ballot Judges Must Complete a Statement of Ballots. If no one has voted provisional,
complete it by putting zero in all fields. Judges are responsible for ensuring that the provisional ballots
and supplies for your polling place are correctly packed for return. Both provisional judges need to work
together to ensure everything is packed correctly. It is extremely important that you follow these
instructions closely to avoid mistakes. DO NOT RUSH!
To close provisional voting on Election Day, you will need to do the following:
1. After the closing announcement at 7:00 p.m., process any remaining voters.
2. Both Provisional Ballot Judges will verify and break the seal on the provisional ballot box.
3. Remove all provisional ballots from the box and complete the Judges Statement of Ballots.
4. To Complete the Provisional Judges Statement of Ballots form, you will sort your provisional
ballot envelopes by precinct and then by color. Do a hand count of each and put that info
on the Judges Statement of Ballots. Remember to put the number of spoiled ballots on the
Statement of Ballots. Put the seal number that will be used on the Provisional Bag Case
on the Provisional Judges Statement of Ballot in the field for Provisional Bag Seal (Closing)
after everything is packed.
5. Proceed to final packing procedures.
Final Packing and Drop-Off Procedures:
5. Put the following items into the Yellow Envelope:
White copy of the Provisional Judges Statement of Ballot form
Voted Provisional Ballot Envelopes
Spoiled Ballot Envelope
Provisional Ballot Inventory Form
Provisional Ballot Signature/PollBook
Yellow Sign In Slips (Completed)
Yellow Pay Voucher
6. Now, place Yellow Envelope into the Yellow Provisional Bag.
7. All other supplies need to be placed in the Yellow Provisional Bag.
8. Make sure the seal number that will be used to seal the Provisional Bag has been documented
on the Provisional Judges Statement of Ballots before you close and seal it.
9. Provide to Vote Center Supply Judge:
Sealed Yellow Provisional Bag
10. When everything has been completed and packed, the Vote Center Supply Judge will coordinate
the return of the supply bags (“S”), AccuVote case (“A”), and Ballot Transfer Bag (“B”) and the
Yellow Provisional Bag. You may be asked to participate. If so, all judges must ride in one
vehicle.

Thanks for contributing in this very important role! Job Well Done!!!!
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SECTION 5 – VOTER PROCESSING
OVERVIEW
As a group, decide which function each Election Judge will perform. Be sure that these duties
are covered throughout the day, combining when necessary. Every Election Judge should be
familiar with the following duties so that positions can be rotated when needed.

RECEIVING JUDGE
As the Receiving Judge, you will greet voters and provide each with a green sign-in slip to
complete. Instruct the voter to print his/her name on a green sign-in slip. Repeat the name out
loud and locate the voter in the Signature Poll Book. Ask the voter for identification, one of the
following forms is required:

•

a valid Colorado driver’s license; or

•

a valid Colorado Department of Revenue identification card; or

•

a valid United States passport; or

•

a valid pilot’s license issued by the Federal Aviation Administration; or

•

a valid employee identification card with a photograph issued by the U.S. Government,
Colorado state government, or any county, municipality, board, authority, or other political
subdivision of the state; or

•

a valid U.S. Military Identification card with photograph; or

•

a valid Medicare or Medicaid card issued by the United States Health Care Financing
Administration; or

•

a certified copy of a birth certificate for the elector issued in the United States; or

•

Certified documentation of naturalization; or

•

a copy of a current utility bill, bank statement, government check, paycheck, or other
government document that shows the name and address of the voter.

Any form of identification listed above that shows the address of the eligible voter shall be
considered identification only if the address is in the state of Colorado.
NOTE: If the voter does NOT show identification or if the identification lists the address NOT in
the state of Colorado, direct them to the Provisional Ballot Judge.
If voter correctly presents identification and is located in the Signature Poll Book, have the voter
review the information to verify that his/her name, address, and date of birth are correct. If the
social security number is blank, ask voter to write in either his/her social security number or the
last four digits. If voter refuses, just continue. If the voter’s party is “Unaffiliated”, ask the voter
which party he/she would like to affiliate with. If they do not wish to declare a party, instruct the
voter that they cannot vote at this election. Once the elector decides their party affiliation
(Democrat or Republican), they must complete the Declaration of Party Affiliation form. Once
the elector completes the Declaration Form, have the voter sign the Signature Poll Book and
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complete the oval by his/her name. The Receiving Judge will write the precinct number and
ballot color for which party the elector declared (Blue for Democrat or White for Republican) on
green sign-in slip and hands green sign-in slip to Ballot Judge. Ballot Judge writes ballot
number on green sign-in slip and tells the Receiving Judge the ballot number, which is written in
the Signature Poll Book by the Receiving Judge.
After the Declaration Affiliation form is
completed by the elector, place the form in the Completed Forms Envelope. Repeat the
process with the next voter.
If the voter is affiliated with a major or minor political party and wants to change their
affiliation, they cannot do so at this time. Instruct them they have to make the party
change after the Election with the Elections Department.

BALLOT JUDGE
As the Ballot Judge, you will issue the next available ballot to each voter. Be sure to confirm the
correct precinct number and party. Provide the ballot number to the Receiving Judge. Initial the
ballot stub in the upper left corner and hand the ballot and green sign-in sign to the
Demonstration Judge. Repeat process with next voter.

DEMONSTRATION JUDGE
As the Demonstration Judge you will instruct the voter on how to correctly mark the ballot and
make proper use of the secrecy sleeve. You will first need to verify that the voter was issued
the correct party and precinct ballot as indicated on the green sign-in slip and place the green
sign-in slip on the curtain ring. Instruct the voter to place the completed ballot in the secrecy
sleeve, with the stub showing, and take the ballot to the Election Judge at the ballot box. Be
sure that the voter understands the instructions. Direct the voter to an available voting booth
and repeat process with next voter.

ABSENTEE BALLOTS BY MAIL
If a voter has applied for an absentee ballot, the Signature Poll Book will indicate “Requested
Absentee” next to the voter’s name. If the voter indicates that he/she did not vote the absentee
ballot or it did not arrive in the mail, instruct the voter that they will need to vote the ballot that
was issued or go to the Clerk and Recorder Office to have the ballot replaced.
Absentee ballots CANNOT be accepted at the polling place on Election Day. Instruct the voter
to return the absentee ballot to any one of the three Clerk & Recorder office locations noted on
the Voter Information and Assistance pad at the Election Judges’ table. Remind the voter that
the absentee ballot must be received by 7:00 p.m. Election Night.

EARLY VOTING
If a voter has voted early, the Signature Poll Book will indicate “Voted Early” next to the voter’s
name. Do NOT issue that voter a ballot.
Early Voters that voted Provisional are not eligible to vote at the polling place. This is
indicate in the Signature Poll Book by “Voted A Provisional Ballot” and a red line through
their name. Do not issue a ballot to the voter.
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VOTING EXCEPTIONS
Processing a voter correctly is important. Please familiarize yourself with the following voting
exceptions and appropriate actions. If you have any questions or concerns, contact the Election
Department at 578-9000 immediately.

•

EMERGENCY REGISTRATION - If a voter presents a yellow Emergency Registration
form, verify that the voter is in the correct polling place and precinct. Add the voter (name,
address, ballot number/party) to the bottom of the Signature Poll Book and write “ER” next
to the voter’s signature. Place the Emergency Registration form in the Completed
Miscellaneous Forms envelope. Process voter.

•

CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRATION - If a voter presents a white Certificate of Registration
form, verify that the voter is in the correct polling place and precinct. Add the voter (name,
address, ballot number/party) to the bottom of the Signature Poll Book and write “CR” next
to the voter’s signature. Place the Certificate of Registration form in the Completed
Miscellaneous Forms envelope. Process voter.

•

CERTIFICATE OF REINSTATEMENT – If a voter presents a yellow Certificate of
Reinstatement form, verify that the voter is in the correct polling place and precinct. Add
the voter (name, address, ballot number and party) to the bottom of the Signature Poll Book
and write “COR”. Process voter.

•

VERBAL PERMISSION - If a voter insists that he/she is registered to vote in your precinct
but is not listed in the Signature Poll Book, offer a provisional ballot. If voter refuses a
provisional ballot, contact the Election Department for further instructions.

•

ADDRESS CHANGE (SAME PRECINCT) - If a voter moved within the same precinct or
moved on or after July 12, 2004 and their name appears in the Signature Poll Book, have
the voter change their address by completing the Voter Registration form and leave it with
the Election Judge or return the form to the Election Department. Write “AC” in the
appropriate box in the Signature Poll Book. Process voter.

•

ADDRESS CHANGE (DIFFERENT PRECINCT) - If a voter moved prior to July 12th and
their name does not appear in Signature Poll Book, direct the voter to the Provisional Ballot
Judge. If a voter moved prior to July 12th and their name does appear in the Signature Poll
Book, the voter must be directed to the Provisional Ballot Judge.

•

NAME CHANGE - If a voter has a name change, have the voter complete the Voter
Registration Application Form and leave it with the Election Judge or return the form to the
Election Department. Write “NC” in the appropriate box in the Signature Poll Book.
Process voter.

•

SPOILED BALLOT (VOTING BOOTH) - If a ballot is spoiled at the voting booth, direct
voter to the Ballot Judge. The Ballot Judge will write, “SPOILED” across the ballot in red
ink. With the stub attached, place ballot in the Spoiled Ballot envelope. Issue next
available ballot. Note new ballot number/party in Signature Poll Book and on green sign-in
slip.
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•

SPOILED BALLOT (BALLOT BOX) - If the AccuVote rejects a ballot, direct the voter with
his ballot and stub to the Ballot Judge. The Ballot Judge will write, “SPOILED” across the
ballot in red ink. Place the stub and ballot in the Spoiled Ballot envelope. Issue next
available ballot. Note new ballot number/party in Signature Poll Book and on green sign-in
slip.

•

CHALLENGED VOTER - If an Election Judge, poll watcher, or eligible elector challenges a
voter’s right to vote in your precinct, complete the pink Voter Challenge form. If the
challenged voter refuses to answer fully any questions which is put to him/her, does not
answer the appropriate questions satisfactorily, or refuses to take the oath, DO NOT allow
this person to vote. If the challenge is not withdrawn after the person intending to vote has
answered the questions, an election judge shall give the oath on the Voter Challenge form.
After the challenged voter has taken the oath or affirmation, a ballot shall be given and an
election judge shall write “sworn” in red ink on the Signature Poll Book at the end of the
voter’s name. If you have any questions or concerns, contact the Election Department at
578-9000.

•

VOTER ASSISTANCE - Remember that a voter may receive assistance in the voting
booth. An Election Judge, spouse, parent, grandparent, sibling, or child over 18 years of
age may assist a voter. If a person other than those previously listed provides assistance
to more than one voter, then he/she must complete a Voter Assistance form. Place
completed form in the Completed Miscellaneous Forms envelope.

•

POLL WATCHER - Please be aware that each candidate or issue committee, pro and con,
may have a poll watcher in your precinct. The poll watcher must provide you with a
Certificate of Appointment of Watcher form. Complete the oath portion of the form and
place the completed form in the Completed Miscellaneous Forms envelope. The poll
watcher may come and go throughout the day. The poll watcher may review the green
sign-in slips, but may NOT remove the slips from the voting area. The poll watcher may
also observe all processes, including closing, but may NOT sit at the Election Judges’ table
nor interfere with voting. If you have any questions or concerns, contact the Election
Department at 578-9000.
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